Introduction
In this paper we obtain a generalization of Berkes and Philipp a theorem [2] 
Lemmas
In the sequel let (S t d) be a Polish space (i.e. separable metric complete one) and consider a sequence of S-valued random variables (X n ) n6j y defined on a probability space (fl,ftl, P) and measurable with respect to a Borel 6-field in S.
The numbers f 0 (and respectively r fi ) defined below are of some interest in study of the f-mixing (and resp. absolutely regular) sequences of r.v. 's. (o.f. [4] ). Let <p 1 = • r 1 • 0 and for n > 1 let Hecall that (A,ffl, P) is said to be an atomless probability space iff for every A,cm with P(A) > 0 there exist Bem such that 0 < P(B) < P(A). We will need the following lemma (for the proof sae {2] )" Lemma 2.2. If p. is a probability measure on (S, fig) and (A,ITI, P) is an atomless probability space* then there exist a random variable X x A S such that for every A 6 ¡B g
P(X € A) = fi(A).
The next lemma is a revised and slightly strengthened discrete version of Corollary 4*2.5 [ij • Our proof is based on a constructive approach, however a result can be obtained also by Berbee's method combined with a trick which gives (8) and (9) 
X n~Yn (n= 112,...)
(ii) P(X n 4 Y n ) = r n (n=1,2,...) (iii) P(d(X n ;Y n ) > £) $ 2f n P(d(X n }s) > e/2) (neN, , s c s, e>'0), where and f n are defined by formulas (1) and (2) respectively. Morever for every n> 1, Y n and ..(X 1 .. ,X n _ 1 ) are independent r.v.'s.
First suppose that (X n ) is a sequence of discrete random variables. In this case we redefine (X^) on the probability space P) which supports a sequence ^ of independent uniformly <""0, 1>-distributed random variables independent of Let = X 1 and suppose that are defined. Then we apply Lemma 2. It is easy to see that constructed in such a way random variables have all properties stated in the theorem. In general case let = be a se( 3 uence discrete random variables such that
(k i r For instance one can define X' = a* iff i = inf y: -11 n i sd(X n ;a ; .) <k J where (^keE is a dense se ' t in s * " fc * ie discrete part of the oroof one can find (after passing to (k) a suitable probability space) a sequence Y* of independent random variables such that (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied. E L 1 Let be a measure on S xS" generated by the random variable (X (k) ,Y (k) ). Then is a relatively compact family of probability measures. Indeed 1st e > 0 and denote by K fl a compact set in S such that P(X^k' c K n ) > l-e/2 n .
Then K = X K Q * X K Q is a compact set such that ^(K) > 1-c n n (k=1,2,...).
Thus by Prochorov's theorem (fi k ) is relatively compact. Passing to a subsequenoe we may assume that lim a. = p. By Lemma 2*2 on every atomless probability spa-¿•oo ce (£1, fU, P) we can fipd a random variable ((X n ),(Y n )) with distribution ¿1. Clearly Y n are independent random variables. It remains to prove (b) and (c), since (a) is obvious.
Let c > 0 t s e S and n e N be fixed and let 5 be any point of continuity of the distribution of real random variables d(X n ;Y Q ) -t and 2d(X n Js) -e. Then
thus from the discrete part of the proof (because S is arbitrarily small) we obtain (b) and (c). Let f: R +~* R + be a continuous increasing function such that f(0) -0 and for some s e S t n e N, B f(2d(X n ;s)) < oo . Then (X Q ) can be redefined on a richer probability space on which there exists a sequence (Y n ) of independent random variables, such that Y Q -X n and E f(d{X n $Y n )) $ 2? n E f(2d(X n >B)).
Proof.
This corollary follows from Theorem 3.1 and from the identity:
For every real random variable T 2 0, E f(T) = « J P(T* t) df(t). 
